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FEELINGS
ANGER
•
•
•
•

The “Mystery Feeling”
The “Misunderstood Emotion”
A powerful feeling
A mask for another feeling

GRIEF
• A mixture of feelings
a) Shock and disbelief
b) Denial
c) Anger – Why me?
d) Guilt - If only, I should have, self-blame, pre-occupation with the
past
e) Shame – loss of self-esteem, loss of confidence, fear of rejection,
feelings of inadequacy
f)
Loneliness
g) Depression
• A natural and necessary reaction to a significant change or loss in our
lives. Examples: changes in lifestyle and social life, role reversals,
dependency, early retirement as effects of heart condition.

DEPRESSION
• Suppressed anger, sadness or grief
• Dwelling – fixed on hurt, fixed on loss, stuck feelings
• Focused on negatives about self, the world and the future

• Symptoms:

a) Sleeping problems
b) Fatigue or loss of energy
c) Sadness or irritability
d) Hopelessness, worthlessness
e) Indecisiveness or loss of concentration
f) Diminished interest in almost all activities
g) Changes in weight or appetite
h) Suicidal thoughts

WORRY
• Consists of fear, anxiety and guilt
• Pre-occupation with what happened in the past or what will happen in
the future

HELPFUL STEPS TO RESOLVE FEELINGS:
1) Have a CONFIDANT
2) NOTICE your emotional and physical discomfort
3) NAME the feeling
4) IDENTIFY AND VERBALIZE the reasons behind the feelings.
Examples: anger because of guilt – guilt because of sense of inadequacy
– sense of inadequacy because of fear
5) HEAR yourself verbalize the feeling and the reasons why
6) FEEL your feelings
7) ACKNOWLEDGE your emotional pain
8) ASK yourself, “What realistically needs to happen for me to feel better?”
9) BE PATIENT with yourself

“Recovery from an illness
is not just physical but
but emotional as well.”

The Heart and Stroke Foundation

Thoughts, Feelings, Behaviours, and
Body Reactions
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ADJUSTMENT PROCESS
7.Integration
2.Minimizing the impact

1.Losing Focus

6.Search for meaning
5.Testing the limits
4.Letting go of the past

3. The Pit

Know your limits. There is nothing more freeing – or
more motivating – than knowing what you can and
cannot do well.
By Lisa Mundy
& R.W. Alley

COPING WITH STRESS
• Recognize that you will have stressful events.
• Become aware of the sources of your stress and the physical symptoms
that you are becoming stressed.
• Decide how much time, power and energy you want to give to your
stressors.
Examples of sources of stress:
a) Financial problems
b) Illness
c) Surgery
d) Your job
e) Traffic
f) Sales Person
g) Teenagers

h) Vacation
i) Wedding
j) Retirement
k) Baby’s birth
l) Christmas
m) Job Promotion
n) Divorce

Examples of stress signals:
a) Stuttering
b) Hives
c) Asthma Attacks
d) Diarrhea
e) Overuse of alcohol
f) Lack of interest
g) Critical attitude
h) Insomnia
i) Jumpy and fidgety

j) Indigestion
k) Muscular Tension
l) Nervous stomach
m) Clenched teeth
n) Racing heart
o) Poor concentration
p) Argumentative
q) under or Over eating
r) Quick temper

• Choose your attitude. “If one cannot change a situation that causes
his suffering, he can still choose his attitude” (Viktor Frankl).
• Stop feeding yourself negative thoughts, as they will paralyze you with
fear. Do not put yourself down. Use thought stoppers or distractions
when you have nagging thoughts. Examples:
a) Humming or singing
b) Writing a letter to a distant friend or relative
c) Wearing a rubber band on your arm and snapping it lightly
d) Telling yourself, “STOP!”

When you are harassing yourself, STOP!!
By Cherry Hartman
&
R.W.Alley

• Do not compare yourself with others.
• Use positive self-talk and compliments. Congratulate yourself at the end
of each day for even your smallest accomplishment.

Celebrate the ordinary. Your heart knows the comfort and
the beauty in common things. Let it tell your head.
By Linus Mundy & R.W.Alley

• Find simple pleasures in life (ex. go to the playground and watch the
children play, feel the warmth of the sun on your face, notice the colours
of the season, listen to your favourite music).
• Laugh more often. Watch a funny movie or read a joke book. Laughter
is one of the best relievers of stress.
• Adopt a relaxation technique. Examples:
a) Deep breathing
b) Counting slowly and backwards from 60 to one
c) Mental holiday
d) Tai-chi
There is a time for doing-and a time for doing
nothing.
Don’t underestimate the value of porch-sitting and
rocking-chairing.
They are simple gifts you can give yourself-and
others.
By Linus Mundy & R.W.Alley

• Set realistic goals and priorities. Manage your time. There is only 24
hours in a day.
• Do not be a super person or a perfectionist.
• Avoid putting pressure on yourself with “I should, I must, I ought to, If
only I had”. Replace these phrases with “I choose, I prefer, Starting now
I will”
• Ask for what you want in a way that is not demanding or aggressive.
Communicate honestly and directly
STEPS TO ASSERT YOURSELF

EXAMPLE

STEP 1: Describe the behaviour that When you are two hours late
is bothering you by using the word
when. Do not blame
STEP 2: State your feelings about I start to worry
the behaviour that is bother you.
Use “I messages” to express your
anger or yourself assertively
STEP 3: State why you feel as you That something might have
do. Do not sermon
happened
STEP 4: State what you want to
happen or how you want the
behaviour to change

Next time I want you to call

• Respond rather than react to situations. When you respond, you have
some sense of control.
• Face reality. Always believe that you can pull through no matter how
difficult life may get.
• Develop a sense of commitment towards stress management as part of
keeping your health

